Lyme disease
is curable
QUANTON METHOD,
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE NON-CHEMICAL THERAPY
WHICH PROVED TO HAVE NO SIDE EFFECTS

What is the cause of Lyme disease?



It was in1982 when Willy
Burgdorfer identified
pathogenic agent of the
infectious disease. It turned out
to be Borrelis of the spirochete.
Later it was named Borrelia
burgdorferi in honour of the
scientist.

What danger is hidden in Lyme disease?


The disease damages nervous and
musculoskeletal systems and leads to
weakening immune system of the human



Usually if no effective treatment is
applied
the
disease
causes
excruciating pain and edema with
partial or total paralysis



Borrelia is able to create biofilm for
self-protection. The biofilm makes
them 1000 times more resistant to
antibiotics



It can’t be 100% diagnosed in the
laboratory.

What innovation do we offer to
diagnose the infection?
 Quanton

method makes
it possible to discover
infection using the
method of vegetative
resonance based on
body reaction on the
agent marker

What are the advantages of the
resonance test?


It makes possible to identify all kinds
of Borrelia bacteria at any stage of
its development, even if there are
no Borrelia antibodies in the human
organism.



It allows to determine all Borreliarelated bacteria and viruses.



It offers a mean to find the most
diseased tissues of the human body by
Borrelia

How different it is from other methods?


The test doesn’t require neither
preliminary laboratory analyses nor
other methods of examination



It can take from several minutes up to
one hour to take the test



The test allows to prescribe the most
effective treatment with high accuracy
and predict results.



It is possible to take a test at patient’s
home

Is there any effective and safe cure
for Lyme disease?


Vibrational influence of
individually tailored
frequency of millimeter
wavelengths disrupts
metabolic processes of the
bacteria



Microbiological equilibrium
and рН balance restore

What are the reasons why vibration
influence is highly-effective?


It is impossible to influence the microorganisms
without considering their natural habitat



Life of all the microorganisms of the human
being depends on the internal bio-chemical
environment of the human body



As soon as internal environment of human
body is recovered all the pathological
microorganisms will turn into pathologicallyrelated or disappear completely



The best way to restore the environment is by
means of individual electromagnetic field

What does Quanton therapy constitute?



The therapeutic effect is achieved by
a special device using unique
Quanton technology. The latter is
based on Quantum Physics



The individual frequency range is
determined during diagnostics. This
frequency range is unique for the given
man at certain moment.

How is Quanton therapy realized?


Therapy is performed by using a
portable device that is fixed in the bag
on the patient's belt



The device is connected to the body by
means of special electrodes on the
hands in the form of bracelets



Therapy is implemented in any pose:
in the sitting, standing, lying positions,
while driving a car or even sleeping

What can Quanton therapy do?


Quanton therapy allows to restore human’s
internal
biocoenosis
and
eliminate
completely Borrelia and its related bacteria
and viruses in short period of time (1-2
months)



To detox human body from bacteria and
virus toxins



To normalize organs and systems of the
organism,
to
eliminate
chronic
inflammations,
to
strengthen
human
immunity
and
overcome
depression
syndrome.

Abstract from old Chinese apocrypha


A student asks Qigong Master:

Is it true that in the distant past, doctors
used neither medical herbs nor
acupuncture?



Master’s reply:

«Energy was transmitted directly in
the ancient times. Acupuncture
and herbs which we use nowadays
mean a step back
compared to direct

energy communication».

